
 
Density Presentation Rubric 

Rubric: 

Where the following terms used? (10 pts = 2 pts each) 
 Density 
 Mass 
 Matter 
 Volume 
 Buoyant Force 

 Gravity Force 
 Water Displacement 
 Units: grams, cm3, mL 
 States of Matter  
 Fluid 

 

Where the following topics discussed with clarity? (40 pts = 10 pts each) 
 What is Density, and how is it a physical property of matter? 

o Think Identification of Unknown 

 Use of Density project to compare and contrast items with different densities, pressures, etc.... 
 How is density related to buoyancy?  
 Does changing the shape or size of a substance change density? What about buoyancy? 

  

Visual Aid/Demo: (25 pts = 8.33 pts each) 
 The visual aid represents the concepts and lab/demo 

o The mini labs you do should be included in visual aid somehow. You are using this as your base, prove to us your explanations 
are valid/true 

 The visual aid is NOT wordy!!!! ≈ 25 words or so throughout the whole presentation 
o Word count does not include graph headings, titles, legends, etc…  

 The visual aid is appealing. “it’s like so pretty and eye catching, I just wanna keep looking at it.” 
 

Professionalism (25 pts = 6.25 pts each) 
 The group refers to the visual aid, but does NOT read from it as the base of their presentation.  
 The group as a whole brought “that ENERGY”, they were excited to tell me about their research/topic. 
 The group have off an aura like they were experts in the field.  
 All group members appeared to be EQUALLY important to the project.  
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